Democrats' Excessiveness Will Backfire
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Did any Democrats leading the false charge that President Trump colluded with Russia to steal the
2016 election ever apologize for putting the country through this nightmare? Did any of their media
water carriers ever backpedal from their anti-Trump sensationalism?
Of course not, because in their minds Trump is so evil and his presidency so bad for the country
that even ignoble efforts to remove him are morally warranted. What's wrong with deceit and abuse
of process if it will rid the country of the orange scourge?
Alert people should now recognize that Democrats are still willing to go to almost any lengths to
undo the 2016 election -- or preempt Trump's 2020 reelection. Their raw contempt for Trump and
his supporters knows no bounds, and their just-launched "impeachment inquiry" is further evidence
of it.
I note in my soon-to-be-released new book, "Guilty By Reason of Insanity: Why the Democrats
Must Not Win," that there is no real fissure in the Democratic Party between the old guard and the
young radicals, the latter of whom are led by the "Squad." Sure, there is sometimes spirited debate
between the established powers and Rep. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez's socialist quartet, but in the
end, the entire party has embraced a thoroughly extremist leftist agenda.
Even if House Speaker Nancy Pelosi would have us believe that she and her veteran Democratic
colleagues are more measured, there is no doubt where her party is headed. Even if in her heart of
hearts, she thinks the Young Turks are going too far too fast, which I strongly doubt, the
Democratic Party base is not about to allow her to vacillate, much less to moderate.
So it is that Pelosi, despite having long resisted Rep. Jerry Nadler's and other Democratic
congressional militants' efforts to initiate impeachment proceedings, has snapped to attention over
these new hyped-up allegations concerning Ukraine and opened an impeachment inquiry herself.
Just like the Russia hoax, this one already involves more damning evidence against Democrats
than Trump. Democrats, in a monumental act of projection, tried for three years to interfere with an
election by falsely claiming Trump interfered with that same election. Now they're alleging that
Trump abused his presidential power with Ukraine by trying to expose Joe Biden's possible abuse
of power with Ukraine. In addition to Biden's alleged misconduct, three Democratic senators wrote
a letter to Ukraine's prosecutor general in May 2018 urging him to cooperate with the Mueller
investigation. This is plot thickening on steroids.
Pelosi acted precipitously, before Trump released notes from his call with Ukrainian President
Volodymyr Zelensky and before release of the whistleblower complaint against Trump, both of
which are turning out to be nothing -- veggie burgers with no fries. Then again, with the liberal
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Some commentators argue that though Democrats know they don't have the votes to convict
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Trump
in the Senate, they are pursuing this "inquiry" because their agenda isn't resonating with the
people. Corruption charges will distract from their policy bankruptcy and might cripple Trump
enough to defeat him in 2020. Others say their angle is more subtle -- to snooker Trump and his
officials into committing a process crime by defying court orders to produce documents, or perhaps
lying to Congress or the FBI.
Of course, liberal commentators dispute that Democrats are trying to distract from their
preposterous agenda, because in their view, the Democrats' insane environmental and fiscal
proposals and their ruthless obsession over identity politics are winning ideas. Thus, they don't
need to fabricate phony corruption charges. These allegations are legitimate. Though there was
manifestly no quid pro quo in Trump's comments to Zelensky, the Trump haters divine evil intent
and malice aforethought with every Trump stream-of-consciousness utterance.
That they were all embarrassingly wrong for three years over Russiagate gives them no pause.
They are incorrigible and shameless.
Some Trump supporters are concerned about this, fearing that Democratic relentlessness will
finally bear fruit. I honestly don't think so. Once again, the Trump haters, so consumed with venom
that they've lost objectivity, have overplayed their hands. This impeachment fantasy is going
nowhere. Democratic excessiveness is part of what led to Trump's rise in the first place, and
there's good reason to believe it will aid in his reelection. People have had enough of this insanity.
By becoming more extreme and unreasonable, the left is only solidifying and amplifying Trump
support. So bring it on.
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